FROM ROOM 3

I don’t like the country because it is too quiet. I like the city because it is noisy.   By Kynan

Once upon a time a beautiful princess lived in a big castle. A green dragon who lived in a dark, scary cave where there was no light was in the cave. A dragon stole the beautiful princess.   By Tahlia

I like the country because it smells like roses. I like the country because there are animals.   By Katie

I do like the country because i like horses. I like going to my dad’s farm because it is in the country. I don’t like the town because it is noisy. There are too many cars in the town.   By Konrad.

I don’t like the country because it is too quiet. I like the town because it has chicken soup.   By Declan

Once upon a time in a dark castle on a big hill there lived a princess inside. She was a beautiful Princess and it was a scary castle. There was a dragon inside that spat out fire. To do it he was invisible to get the princess. One day the dragon took the Princess back to the cave.  By Amelia

I like the country because it is safe and it is nice. I like the town because it is beautiful and there’s fashion.   By Grace

I like jam.     By Lindsay                  I played my P.S.P.        By Jiah

Fred is going to the park. By Ricklee                          Fred had a sandwich.    By Isabelle

I like the country mouse.   By Sophie                      The mouse is walking.    By Archie

The mouse is racing with the other mice.  By Blake

This mouse has a car.     By Kys

The mice are eating watermelon.    By Cohen

I am the country mouse.    By Mason

I had a birthday party and I’m having a birthday today and I’m having cupcakes with sprinkles.  By Rhylee
Dogs Are Better Than Cats

Dogs are caring pets. And they wag their tails when they want to play. Puppies are way cuter than kittens.

Firstly dogs are great fun to play with. Dogs are man equals mans best friends. Sometimes they roll over, play dead, and fetch, army crawl, dance and stay.

Secondly dogs do not leave hair everywhere. Dogs help blind people cross roads and go places. You can tell them to do stuff but cats won’t because they are lazy.

Thirdly cats sometimes scratch your face and legs. Cats always sleep on your face a night time. Dogs lick your face when you always nice and they love you.

I think dogs are AWESOME because I hate cats because my kitten scratched my best friends sister on the face. Dogs Rules.

By Caeleb J

Dogs Are Better Than Cats

Dogs are the best pet they are very playful. They are very fast. They lick you everywhere and cats are BAD PETS they hiss and scratch and go in drains, cats are supper BAD PETS. Dogs are fun!!!!!!

DOGS ARE GREAT FUN TO PLAY WITH.

FIRST dogs can play heaps of games like kill the monkey and coki, fetch, tug-of-war and tiggy.

By Aaron F

Dogs Are Better Than Cats

Dogs are better than cats because dogs don’t hurt or hiss and scratch.

And if you try to touch it but it will run far away. Dogs curl up. They can swim and cats can’t. When you try to talk to them dogs talk back and cats don’t. Dogs are happy and cats can’t. Dogs go to the potty and cats don’t. And cats follow you.

And dogs don’t. When you teach the dogs something they do it but when you try to teach cats they don’t do anything. They are all kinds of dogs. I think dogs are way better than cats. And also you can tech dog same and heaps of tricks.

By Zionelle L

Dogs Are Better Than Cats

Dogs are better than cats. Cats make the whole house smell. Dogs don’t! Dogs are the best pet to have. They know when you’re angry and leave you alone. They know when you’re sad and sometimes cuddle.

Firstly Dogs are great fun to play with. Cats are not fun to play.

Secondly Dog’s help blind people know where to go. Cats can’t.

Thirdly Dogs are so helpful to the community. There are police dogs, sniffer dogs and so much more. Cats aren’t helpful.

Lastly, dog don’t leave so much hair on you. Cats leave so much hair on you. You can train dogs. You can’t train cats. Dogs are WAY better than.

By Blaze H
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